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Trump exposed to new legal risk
Giuliani’s revelation that
president repaid Cohen for
hush money could backfire
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR, MATT
APUZZO AND MAGGIE HABERMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump’s new legal team made a
chaotic debut as Rudy Giuliani, who
was tapped recently to be one of the
president’s lawyers, potentially exposed his client to legal and political

of Twitter posts on Thursday
danger by publicly revealing
morning.
the existence of secret payThe explosive revelation,
ments to Michael Cohen, the
which Giuliani said was inpresident’s personal lawyer.
tended to prove that Trump
After he moved into the
and Cohen violated no camWhite House, the president
paign finance laws, promptbegan paying Cohen $35,000
ed frustration and disbelief
a month, Giuliani said, in
among the president’s other
part as reimbursement for a
Stormy
legal and political advisers,
$130,000 payment that Cohen
Daniels
some of whom said they
made to a pornographic film
actress to keep her from going public feared the gambit could backfire.
Legally, the failure to disclose the
about an affair she said she had with
Trump. The president confirmed he payments could be a violation of the
made payments to Cohen in a series Ethics in Government Act of 1978,

which requires that federal officials,
including Trump, report any liabilities of more than $10,000 during the
preceding year. Trump’s last disclosure report, which he signed and filed
in June, mentions no debt to Cohen.
Politically, Giuliani’s remarks
— made in television appearances
and interviews — raised questions
about the president’s truthfulness
and created a firestorm at the White
House, where aides were caught off
guard and furiously sought to deflect
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LARKFIELD » Thieves target sites where homes are being
rebuilt, stealing thousands of dollars in tools, equipment

Burglaries in burn zone

Sexual
abuse
hearing
begins
Those who say they were
victims of Thorpe testify,
sharing graphic details
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Jesus Garcia, owner of Garcia Framing, climbs out of his trailer Thursday at a rebuilding job site in the Larkfield Estates neighborhood of Santa
Rosa. Garcia and his crew arrived at the site to discover that the trailer had been burglarized. “They just took everything,” Garcia said.
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Thieves descended on scorched neighborhoods in Larkfield this week, stealing expensive
construction equipment and tools from sites
where homes are being rebuilt after the October wildfires.
The string of burglaries targeted several
storage trailers in the burn zone north of Santa Rosa, where compressors, drills, nail guns
and other tools were stolen from crews building homes for fire victims. The spree marks the
first construction thefts reported in the burn
zones to the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office,

Sgt. Spencer Crum said Thursday.
Four trailers were broken into Wednesday
night or early Thursday at rebuild sites on Willow Green Place and Dorchester Drive, according to Crum. Another construction site outside
the burned area, in Windsor near Hembree and
Victory lanes, also was burglarized.
Each of the trailers was tightly secured, some
even blocked by heavy equipment that thieves
moved to get inside, Crum said.
“This is the worst of humanity: preying
upon people who are doing everything they
can to rebuild their lives,” said Sonoma County
TURN TO BURGLARIES » PAGE A2

“This is the worst
of humanity:
preying upon
people who are
doing everything
they can to rebuild
their lives.”
JAMES GORE, County supervisor

A young man who lived at the
Hanna Boys Center in Sonoma
testified Thursday that he feared
he would be forced from the program for at-risk youth if he did
not give in to the sexual advances of a staff counselor, and that
those encounters — starting
with pornography shared by the
counselor and masturbation —
became routine and lasted over
a period of at least five years.
The 24-yearold
witness,
who was 13
when he came
to the Hanna
Boys
Center,
was the second person to
take the stand
Thursday
in Kevin
Sonoma Coun- Thorpe
ty
Superior
Court against Kevin Thorpe, 40,
of Rohnert Park, who is charged
with 38 counts of child sexual
abuse between 2006 and June of
last year, when he was arrested.
By that time, he had been promoted to the job of clinical director at the residential center,
which is affiliated with the Santa Rosa Diocese of the Catholic
Church and dates back more
than 70 years in Sonoma Valley.
At least two of the four males
in the criminal case who say
they were abused by Thorpe
were in his care at Hanna.
The preliminary hearing that

who represents Larkfield
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As teens move away from fast-food
workforce, restaurants struggling
By RACHEL ABRAMS
AND ROBERT GEBELOFF
NEW YORK TIMES

A quarter-century ago, there
were 56 teenagers in the labor
force for every “limited service”
restaurant — that is, the kind
where you order at the counter.
Today, there are less than
half as many, which is a reflection both of teenagers’ decreasing workforce participation
and of the explosive growth
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in restaurants.
But in an industry where
cheap labor is an essential component in providing inexpensive food, a shortage of workers
is changing the equation upon
which fast-food places have long
relied. This can be seen in rising
wages, in a growth of incentives,
and in the sometimes odd situations that business owners find
themselves in.
This is why Jeffrey Kaplow,
for example, spends a lot of time
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working behind the counter in
his Subway restaurant in Lower Manhattan. It’s not what he
pictured himself doing, but he
simply doesn’t have enough employees.
Kaplow has tried everything
he can think of to find workers,
placing Craigslist ads, asking
other franchisees for referrals,
seeking to hire people from Subways that have closed.
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SAM HODGSON / NEW YORK TIMES

Employees work behind the counter at a Subway in New York. A
shortage of workers is changing the equation for fast-food places.

PG&E’S PROFITS DOWN: Earnings call reveals
details of agency’s strategy to cover expenses,
many of which stem from October’s fires / B8
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